
WHERE IT ALL STARTED! 

The original Fuelscoop was a revolution in the Australian transport industry 
when it was developed and released to the market in the early 1980’s.

Not only was it a great idea; when tested by Australia Post, Linfox and many 
other transport clients it was found to be most effective in improving efficiency 
particularly in rigid truck (straight truck) applications. On road experiences  for 
over three decades have demonstrated fuel saving between 7 and 15%, with 
lower results recorded on smaller cabs pulling articulated trailers and the higher 
results being evident on rigid applications.

Today the original Fuelscoop is seen as an introductory level device, where 
clients choose the original Fuelscoop usually for older applications, or trucks 
that do not have factory installed roof mounting points (usually American 
conventional trucks, such as Mack, Freightliner, Western Star and Kenworth).

KEY FEATURES

 Made in Australia

 Proven effective 
- Fuel Savings 7-15% 
- Improved handling 
- Better road speed

 Versatile 
- Fits all trucks 
- 2 heights 
- 3 widths

 Reliable 
- No specific load points 
- Load spread around base 
- Rubber protects scratching

 Deflection characteristics 
- Three way air deflection 
- Over deflection for when 

  body is high & wide
 - No air turbulence under  

 product
 Quality finish 

- Gloss white gelcoat finish 
- No need to paint 
- Very easy to paint  
  if needed

ORIGINAL  
FUELSCOOP

Designed to work. Made to last.



TECHNICAL INFORMATION  TECHICAL INFORMATION 

After it was developed, the original Fuelscoop was then, in 
1983, subjected to wind-tunnel analysis at the RMIT (Royal 
Melbourne Institute of Technology) with results confirming 
that Fuelscoop was without any doubt effective in reducing 
drag and thereby lowering fuel consumption...  

Fitting the versatile Original Fuel-
scoop is more labour intensive 
than the new style Fuelscoop. It is 
designed for older trucks, and 
truck cabs that don’t have factory 
fitted roof mount points.  

Even though in most cases the Original Fuel-
scoop will be mounted where there are no spe-
cific points, due to its base being profiled to the 
roof shape, the load is spread along the total 
base area thus eliminating any specific stress 
points. Fitted correctly the Original Fuelscoop 
will never cause roof damage! 

PART NO. DIMENSIONS 
01001 Original Fuelscoop 760mm(H) x 1430mm(W) x 760mm(D) 
01002 Original Fuelscoop 910mm(H) x 1430mm(W) x 760mm(D) 
01003 Original Fuelscoop 760mm(H) x 1640mm(W) x 910mm(D) 
01004 Original Fuelscoop 910mm(H) x 1640mm(W) x 910mm(D) 
01005 Original Fuelscoop 760mm(H) x 1930mm(W) x 910mm(D) 
01006 Original Fuelscoop 910mm(H) x 1930mm(W) x 910mm(D) 
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Fitting

Fitting the versatile Original Fuelscoop 
is more labour intensive than the new 
style Fuelscoop. It is designed for older 
trucks, and truck cabs that don’t have 
factory fitted roof mount

Even though in most cases the Original 
Fuelscoop will be mounted where 
there are no specific points, due to 
its base being profiled to the roof 
shape, the load is spread along the 
total base area thus eliminating any 
specific stress points. Fitted correctly 
the Original Fuelscoop will never cause 
roof damage!
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After it was developed, the original Fuelscoop was then, in 1983, 
subjected to wind-tunnel analysis at the RMIT (Royal Melbourne Institute of 
Technology) with results confirming that Fuelscoop was without any doubt 
effective in reducing drag and thereby lowering fuel consumption... 

Part No. Dimensions

01001 Original Fuelscoop  760mm(H) x 1430mm(W) x 760mm(D)

01002 Original Fuelscoop  910mm(H) x 1430mm(W) x 760mm(D)

01003 Original Fuelscoop  760mm(H) x 1640mm(W) x 910mm(D)

01004 Original Fuelscoop  910mm(H) x 1640mm(W) x 910mm(D)

01005 Original Fuelscoop  760mm(H) x 1930mm(W) x 910mm(D)

01006 Original Fuelscoop  910mm(H) x 1930mm(W) x 910mm(D)


